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Number 2
flfiH&iujgjjtuju'Gill
-by Tracey Dffs
On October 7, 1977, Dr.
Henry J. Copeland will officials

be inaugurated as president
of the College of Wooster. To
celebrate and commemorate
this event, the Inaugural Committee, composed of faculty,
students and administration,
has planned a week of challenging and exciting events as
a prelude to the inauguration
itself. The events begin Octo--.
ber 2, and the week will be
highlighted by three distinguished lecturers, a reading of
a work by an important poei a
special art exhibition and an
evening of music performed
by a leading string quartet
ly

.

and artists who have accepted
our invitations."
The celebration will begin
with a student reception for
the new president October 2nd
on Lowry Center Patio at 2
p.m. followed by an open
house for members of the
College and the community
honoring Dr. and Mrs. Cope-lan- d
from 4 to 7 p.m. in

uaiouii,

ii io

appearance ut vr.

Herring will "honor one of
Wooster's own faculty as well
as reaffirm the educational
venture we have undertaken
here at Wooster."

On Tuesday evening, Dr.
Peter Gay, Durfee Professor of
History at Yale University, will
on the topic

be speaking

"Craft, Competence, and
The
Counter-Transferrenc- e:

College is very fortunate to
have Denise Levertov, renowned poet and winner of
the Lenore Marshall Poetry

and

Wishart Hall.
The first lecture of the week
will be given by the College's
own Dr. Henry Herring of the
English Department. The distinguished Dr. Herring, who
has been awarded degrees
from the University of South
Carolina and Duke University
as well as the Belser Award for
Literature, will be remembered
as the developer and coordinator of the Integrated Freshman
Quarter Program at Wooster
Dr. Herring will
from 1972-7i deliver the keynote address of
the week, Monday, October 3
at 8:15 in McGaw Chapel His

celebration.

Prize,- -

on campus. Ms.

Lever-

tov is the author of several
volumes of poetry including
The Freeing of Dust, Footprints and To Stay Alive and
has most recently held an
position at
Tufts University. Ms. Levertov
will give a general poetry
reading Thursday Afternoon at
4 p.m. In Freedlander Theatre
and will also be present during
the Inauguration ceremony itself where she will read the
poem "A Tree Telling of
.

artist-in-residen-

The inaugural festivities will
focus uporv the "necessity of
ideas and the role of the liberal
... arts, college
in .serving this,;
need." He also stressed the
J
eminence; of the artists and'
lecturers appearing during this lecture is entitled "Fatal
week. "Wooster itself has Wagers: Betting the Self on
been honored by the speakers ; Ideas." According to Dr. Chris- 6.

i

Historian as the Scientist of
Memory." Dr. Gay's credentials include a Guggenheim
Fellowship in 1967-6- 8 and the
National Book Award in 1967
for his work. The Enlightenment, Volume I. Dr. Christian-so-n
relates that Gay's lecture
will concern the areas of the
demands of the historian.

Thursday afternoon, the

--

Dr. Paul Christianson, chairweek-lon- g

FestiMfiSes Manor Hemiry Copelamd

Freedlander Theatre

person of the Inaugural Committee, described the theme of

the

Volume XCIV

A

')

cy

Orpheus."
Thursday evening, Dr. John
G. Kerne ny will speak on the
topic "Crossroads for the

American

Liberal

Arts

Col-

lege." Dr. Kemeny is the
president of Dartmouth Coln
for his
lege and is
development of computer larv
Cont oh pg 4
well-know-
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SGA Visitation Committee Seeks
Flexibility In the Option System

Once again, the issue' or
visitation is hitting the cam-

pus.
At Monday's meeting, the
SGA : general assembly : was
represented with a
port on visitation; Visitation:
the
Philosophy and Change in
44-pa- ge

Liberal Community.
The document is the culmi-Joseph Williams, editor of tho now Woostor Forum, pursues nation of five months of
fesearch by the SGA Visitation
intellectual endeavor. i.
-

--

by Mary Ann Woodie , i
A Journal based on the
intellectual and cultural needs

"

'

of Wooster - students with
emphasis placed on the exchange of ideas and opinions
are the goals of the new
Wooster Forum. The Forum is
joura four page,
nal which, according to Joseph Williams the Forum's
founder and editor, "Will serve
the students who have inter- tri-quarte-

rly

.

--.-

.

-

ests outside their classes and
their majors." "Further" he
said, "It will be a joining of
ideas, a type of bridging of the
gap between students with
ideas and issues."
The Forum articles' focus
and tone, according to Williams,; will parallel the New
Yorker. All articles will be
signed and the paper will avoid
political and other biases. It
will print side by side the pros

and cons of the same issue, for
example Williams used the
Academic Code and Gay
Rights.

,

r The Wooster Forum was
conceived by Williams last
year and he will be receiving
Independent Study credit for
'. this project. Williams, who has

not taken any journalism

Committee; it is to be dis-

cussed at the October 7
meeting of the Student-Truste- e
Relations Committee.
The report explains how an

system

increased-flexibilit- y

would strengthen, rather than
violate, Wooster's academic
and social philosophies, by
outlining the mechanics of a

system of

two-opti-on

visita-

tion.
This system would allow

those students wanting to live
under the present system to
live together and for those
wanting to live under an
"open," unlimited system to
live together.
The report concludes with a
call for students, faculty, and
administrators to work together in the ongoing process of
creative change.
'The Code of Conduct already grants students com-

classes says that 'Technical
experience' is necessary but plete
living environment,"
Cont on pg 9
self-governm-

ent

of their

accord- -

ina to Visitation Committee
Chairperson Ellen Thomas.

sys"An increased-flexibilit- y
tem of visitation will call for an
extremely high demonstration

of social responsibility by
every community member."
Thomas added that under
the proposed system, "R.A.'s
must not be expected to keep
the rules for us. Abuse of
social responsibility can be
seen in many aspects of
and alcohol
student life-d-rug
abuse, lack of concern for
others, unwillingness to face
one's own roommatefriend
problems."

"The report," she noted,
"tells what is pow being done
in terms of programming to
help students become socially
responsible and suggests
future routes that may be
taken."
A Visitation Education Committee is now being formed.
Cont on pg 7
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Let's Ease I.S. Financial
Burden With Subsidies

"Ever since I've been here, the burden of copying I.S. theses has
been on the student," recalled one veteran professor the other day. In
a number of cases. I. Sv copying costs are a financial burden, and a
responsibility we'd like to see taken from Wooster students. Each student must make at least one copy of hisher I.S. ; most
make.two. Should the student receive honors, it least two copies must
be made. A survey of department chairmen pinpointed the average
length of an I.S. thesis at about 75 pages, though theses of up to 400
pages have been turned in On occasion. At the current 5 cents per page
rate charged by Office Services for xeroxing, the absolute minimum
copying expense to students is $3.75. Maximum expense for a
e
creative English I.S. receiving honors would be $40. The thorny question of determination of need arises here; should an.
I.S. copying fund be set up at Wooster, how do we avoid
oversubsidizing students who are fully capable of footing their own
copying bill, while ignoring others who honestly need such a subsidy?
We believe the answer lies in uniform distribution of I.S. subsidies.
copying subsidy should be set. probably the
A uniform
average $3.75 figure we mentioned above. Departments, when they
determine the number of majors writing senior theses during a given
quarter, would apply for that number of Individual subsidies. Special
cases in which the student believes heshe needs a greater subsidy for
some specific project would continue to be dealt with on an individual
400-pag-

per-stude-

nt

Future shock?

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Shelter For Students and Rodent

basis.
We believe that this proposed system is more equitable to the
interests of in students than a system based solely on discretion, with

no equalizing factor.
For most Wooster students, the issue of I S. copying subsidies Is
need. In fact, as one'
more a matter of principle than
student pointed out, such a blanket subsidy would help compensate for
the fact that the student pays the same tuition fee for I.S. advising as
for a regular course, though he generally receives far less of the I.S.
advisor's time than the classroom professor's, by the very nature of
the I.S. program. This is not to say that I.S. instruction may not be
more valuable than classroom instruction; the total I.S. experience is
certainly more valuable in the total personal growth of the student than
standpoint, however,
most individual classes. From a
this "compensation" justification seems largely valid. .";
We don't pretend to have the final answer to this question. We
would, however, like to see it discussed by students, faculty, and
administrators, along with the more complex question of all
discretionary I.S. funding. We believe that equalized I.S. .subsidies
have the potential to be a relatively inexpensive, but' successful
program. Let's take a closer look!

Dear Editor,

am outraged when I see
the living conditions that our
friendly Wooster administration has subjected us to. As a
member of Slater House, I and
the members of our program
offer the school a helping hand
in" the area of Career Planning
and Placement. What do we
I

.

out-and-o-
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dollar-per-ho-
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John Gilbert

,

Let's GctVisjtation
Call Rolling Now!

m

w

'

Dear Editor,

.The question of open visita- The Wooster Voles would like' to take this opportunity to welcome a
new face to campus and to congratulate an old one on what could turn tion seems to have stagnated
recently,
and I would seriously
out to be a major achievement.
The new face is the Wooster Forum, an intellectuallyculturally like to see some action taken.
oriented biweekly newspaper which will make its initial appearance on - With a new President and
campus Monday, October 10. Probably one of the most ambitious administration changes we
projects begun here in recent memory, the Forum will take off with . have an excellant opportunity
to get moving and look at the
.good ideas, good intentions, and a talented, if slightly inexperienced
question more openly. The
staff- - but will still need good student response and, frankly, a measure
'
results of the recent survey
of good luck to survive.
The old face is senior Joseph Williams, creator of the Forum, who', printed in the last edition of
optimism,
is
of
..
model
unrestrained
will serve as its editor. Joseph, a
the Voice are useless unless
going out on the biggest limb ofJus college career this time. If the they are utilized for positive .
Forum suceeds, the prize- - a new medium in which to express our action. I feel obligated as a
views and test them against the beliefs of others- - Is ours. If it fails, student' living on campus to
Joseph stands to take the lion's share of the responsibility- - though it - encourage other students to
may or may not rightfully be his. ;
start . thinking and talking
C
;
We'd like to salute Joseph Williams, for being that rare student, in about open visitation. Lef s get
it
feels
he
visitation Committee of
fact that rare person who takes deliberate action where
;tne
?
necessary. It's ail too easy, and in fact the norm today, to be an. the i S.G.A. to offer The
.armchair critic who conveniently fails to propose a viable alternative to College of Wooster some new
- .
options for Campus living
perceived problems. Joseph Is the exception 1o that rule. ;
After a tot of thought and organization, Joseph has advanced a facilities.
.
Cynthia Al Mache
concrete solution to a problem he's seen on campus. Nobody yet.
knows if the Woottsr Forum will take hold and outlive Joseph as a
campus organization; as he hopes. In order for it to survive this quarter ' . '
To avoid a' conflict with
alone, he must sell over 500 $1 Forum subscriptions; that's about as
Henry Herring's InS.6.A. elections. Doubts regarding ; Professor
voted in
many people
"

.'.

:
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I
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STAFF
Editor-in-Chi-

Rats. Rats! 1 ' In our
basement! v
r ...
What are the guest
speakers going to say when
they come in and see a sign on
our door that says "Rats in the
basement keep door closed!"

- week.

--

EDITORIAL

ur

Published weekly during the academic year by the students of
the College of Wooster. Opinions expressed in editorials and
features are those of the staff alone, and should not be
construed as representative of administration policy.
The WOOSTER VOICE welcomes all signed letters to the
editor from students, faculty, administrators, subscribers, and
members of the greater Wooster community. All correspondence may be addressed to WOOSTER VOICE, Box 3187, The
College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.
The WOOSTER VOICE is a member of the United States
Press Association and the Ohio Newspaper Association.
Subscription rates are $6.00 per year for a second class
subscription,' $9.00 per year for first class.
Offices of the WOOSTER VOICE are located in lower Lowry
Center, Room
Telephone: (216)
extension 433.
G-1-

.

get in return? One and only
one leaky shower (for 13 men),
water leaking down a light
' socket, a faulty dryer, chipped
plaster, peeling paint; a room
with an army cot instead of a
bed, and a basement that
smells like raw sewage. All of
that I can put up with.
However, the worst came last

...........l...................Ray Bules
..
.....Mary Ann Woodie
Greg Stolcis
:..

.

..

Mark Pierson
Dave Koppenhaver
Mark Snyder
Cindi Meister
Gave Hanke

Reporting Staff: Jim Abraham, Richard An, Dave Barberino,
Tom Cashman, Becky Collins, Tracey Dils, Susan Dorn,
Susie Estill, Andrea Foy, Kelly. Gibson, John Gilbert, Dave
Hagelin, Alan Heck, Dave Johns, Irene Korsak, Mary Nell
Lent, Martha Lord, Ann Maiwurm, Patty Pa nek, J
Patton, Cathy Person ius, Jeff Pinto, Le Anne Poteet,
Melissa Richmond, William Wofle

J.

as

last year's

augural Lecture which is
his ability to mobilize this much financial support are widespread. But
scheduled for &15 PM. Monwhy shouldn't he be able to? If every student who's ever complained
Genera
forum on campus were to' day, October 3, the
about the lack of a culturalissue-oriente- d
Assembly of the Student Govbuy a subscription, Joseph would probably be able to print for the next
ernment Association wiH meet
five years! IF the Forum lives up to its potential- - and Joseph's
PM. in the Lowry
- : at
expectations- - it will be worth a lot more than that dollar. .
Center Ballroom. Various fund
We'll still be around, though- - and Joseph's not the only one planning
requests and a detailed disan active role in initiating, as well as reporting, campus news. We, too,
cussion of the Visitation
editorial
revived
a
with
upcoming
complete
year,
our
are excited about
Repprt JiigNight the agenda.
sectiofcand national newsIssue reports. But The Wooster Forum is AH - students, facuity and
dedicated to the belief that there's room for two newspapers on administration are encouraged
campus-a- nd
has every potential of proving that.
to bring their trays to the
Mobilizing 600 students-o- r more- - behind any single cause would be
ballroom and to join in the
an exceptional feat. But then Joseph's always been exceptional, too.
'
"'
I
,
discussion.
Good luck, Josep- h- we welcom the Wooster Forum to the Wooster
1
.
.
publishing community.
,
6.-0-0

--
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"
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Cartoonists: Patty Panek, Jeff Pierce, Sue Stepanek

-
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this week's column I had
planned to address visitation;
ifs past history, advantages
and disadvantages, current
progress in tne area, etc as i
began to write, it became
more apparent to me that a
mere synopsis of the SGA's.
Visitationeport, although it
would have been beneficial.
was not my major concern. f
The crux of the increased
visitation idea lies in the acceptance of social responsibility by the entire student body.
In

:

--

I

define social responsibility

as a sincere concern for your
VWIIOIO

QIIU

UW,: flOIIBIW .VI

others as guided by the regulations, values, and lifestyles of
the entire community. We
must realize the student body
is a diverse group of indi
viduals whose backgrounds,
lifestyles, and value systems
differ. The Wooster Code of
Conduct recognizes these dif
ferences and provides rreeaom

freedom. The- - Code of Conduct states what the college
expects of us. as members of
community. It is time for
to accept and abide by the
nt regulations concern
ing alcohol, visitation, noise,
etc We are only defeating
ourselves by abusing ordis-- ;
regarding present regulations.
The way to increased freedom
b through the rededication or
initiation of a socially responsible attitude.
Lastly, a reminder to all
program residential units. Your

statement

6qse

of governance

should be submitted to Graham Newsori, Box 2397, Ext
529.

Death Penalty: Invitation to Murder?
by James Speulding

Pacific News Service

James Spaulding, a former
science editor at the Milwaukee Journal, now teaches'
journalism at the University of
California, Berkeley.

With the recent upsurge in
public sentiment favoring the
death penalty, a growing number of critics are going on the
counter-offensiv- e
with a claim
that capital punishment may,
in fact, be an invitation to
murder. .
. William C. Bailey, a Cleveland! State University socio-- ,
logist, has surveyed crime
statistics in 42 states and

Dean Walker
for the expression of one's
beliefs, values, etc. within the
limitations, established for the
entire community. The limitations are a necessary element
of the community if we are to
live in stability and equity.

found that, on the. average,
more people kill each other in
states that have the death
penalty than in states without
it This is true, he says, even

Oklahoma prison escaped and
The death penalty "be- went on a spree of violence.
s
a
After he was recaptured he
comes a promise, contract
covenant between society and petitioned the court to have
mentalities him electrocuted, complaining
certain,..warped
who are moved to kill as part that the state had gone back
urge," on its word three years before
of a
says Dr. Louis Jolyon West when he pleaded guilty to
head of the department of a murder, but was spared.
In 1958, James French
psychiatry at the University of
killed a motorist who gave him
California at Los Angeles.
Experts disagree on why a ride in Oklahoma. He asked
support for the death penalty for the death penalty, but his
has greatly increased in the public defender successfully
past 10 years, but most say pleaded for a life sentence.
that a major reason is the Later, in state prison, he
increase in crimes of violence. deliberately strangled his cellA fearful public, they say, mate.
According to West "During
looks to the death penalty as
the most effective deterrent a psychiatric ' examination in
Yet West claims that capital 1965 French admitted to me
punishment "breeds more that he had seriously attempted suicide several times in the
murder than it deters."
'These murders," he says, past but always 'chickened
"are discovered by the psychi- ouf at the last minute."
(Gilmore also attempted suiatric examiner to
suicide.

.

self-destruct-

ive

be-consci-

ously

pose of losing their lives."
Diamond said that a man he
examined at San Quentin Prison in 1959 the day before his
execution confessed, finally,
that the reason he murdered
three women was "for the
express purpose of dying by
legal execution."
The same convict told a
state investigator that he had
twice tried suicide before the
murders, "but lacked the
guts." He agreed to talk to
Diamond the day before the
execution only on the condition that the execution be

carried out
"I asked him what he would
have done," Diamond said, "if
California had had no capital
punishment He answered, 'I
would have had to go to
another state where they did
have capital punishment and
do it all there."
Diamond says he is convinced that if the man had
known he wouldn't be executed and would have been
forced to serve time in prison
(which he hated bitterly), he
would have been unable to
commit murder.
Diamond concedes that if
capital punishment is eliminated, such people might still
seek death in other ways, such
with police. For
as a shoot-ou-t
them, he says, suicide is
difficult if not impossible.
Despite the statistics, advocates of the death penalty
remain convinced that it is an
effective deterrent California

or unconsciouslyan cide while in prison, apparently
allowing for, regional, cultural
attempt to commit suicide by afraid his execution would be
and other differences.
For instance, in 1968 those committing homicide. It only further delayed.)
Social responsibility encom"French's basic motive in
states which had abolished the works if the perpetrator bepasses the gamut of student
will be executed for murdering his inoffensive celllives and forces the student to death penalty experienced an lieves he
mate," West said, "was to
degree his crime."
evaluate hisher own values average of .21 first populaWest says he knows of force the state to deliver to
murders per 100,000
and behavior.
him the electrocution to which
tion. States with capital pun- cases in which "the murderer
I was extremely encouraged
(non-deat- h
he felt entitled and which he
by the responsibility shown at ishment saw nearly three times left an abolisionist
as many first degree murders--.5- 8 penalty) state deliberately to deeply desired."
last Friday nighf s LCBSGA
In 1966, French became the
commit a meaningless murder
per 100,000.
Patio Dance. Students accept-e-d
Roughly the same statistical in an executionist state, in the only persort to be executed in
the responsibility and no
to
society
forcing
the U.S. that year.
problems arose. This was an' spread holds up for second hope of
Many psychiatrist have long
degree murder, homocides destroy him."
initial step in proving we can
Gary Mark Gilmore, who observed the intimate relation-thi- p
and. total murders.
accept responsibility.
between murder and suiThe explanation, say Bailey was executed Jan. 17 by a
It is essential - that we as
in Utah, is often cide. West said that in England
squad
firing
capital
is
others,
that
and
accept
students continue to
certain cited as an obvious example. nearly half of all murders are
the responsibility given to us if punishment offerspersonalifollowed by suicide attempts, State Senator H.L. RichardSome of his prison psychiaderanged
of
types
in
successful
to
be
we are
succeed. son, founder of Gun Owners
Gilmore sought out of which two-thirgaining increased student ties en acceptable means of trists said death
of all
by murdering Thus, about one-thihis own
of America and a leading
murderers in England kill advocate of the death penalty,
convenience, not for the sake two young men in senseless,
Original philosophical sayings
Folexecution-styl- e
slayings.
themselves.
says
that "to deny the deterof truth.
.
by Richard An
In Denmark, some 40 per- rence of the death penalty is to
People love war because it lowing his conviction, Gilmore,
themkill
death penalty cent of murderers
deny all cause and effect"
Todav, women- - and some" prevents the boredom of life; demanded the
"Every man has a right to
people detest long war be- be earned out despite the selves.
men-- can easily obtain monea
Diamond,
attorL
his
Bernard
Dr.
of
objections
many
his own mental aberrations,
cause it creates boredom.
tary success through succesUniversity
the
psychiatrist
at
neys.
and these psychologists and
Pitiful is a man, a financial
sive marriages and successful
of California, Berkeley, says sociologists are no different
West cites other examples:
failure, who preaches the
divorces.
been
relationship
has
farmer
a
Texas
1965,
In
the
materialism
than anybody else'' says
Life dies; Death lives. That is wickedness of the
walked into a roadside cafe known for at least 200 years. Richardson.
of the world.
the irony.
dating
law
He cites a Danish
But Diamond and his colRespect rude people, not for with a shotgun and blasteddri-to
For its bad influences, a
from 1767 that provides there leagues counter that for every
an Oklahoma truck
suicide attempt is a crime and their rudeness, but for their death
punish
capital
no
before.
seen
never
be
should
he had
murder that might be prevenmust be prevented...by pen courage the courage to be ver
tired
ment for "melancholy and ted by capital punishment,, at
rude in front of people. The He said later, "I was just
.
alty of death. .
who
persons"
dismal
living."
other
of
least as many more will be
People believe in things virtue of courage ranks higher
murder "for the exclusive pur incited.
In 1964, a lifer in an
for the sake of their own than that of court
--

.

.
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Funnyman David Frye will

be at his comical best tonight

at 8:15

in McGaw Chapel. For

those not familiar with Frye's
material, he is an excellent
mimic and saterist and his
impressions deal mostly with
people in the fields of entertainment and politics. He is
perhaps best known for his
impersonation of Richard
Nixon ("Let me make this

fee
if

"Frye!"

ToroDfl

attendance is poor. It will "I hope the students realize

definitely determine how their support is valuable in
much money we have to work allowing us to schedule similar

with for the remaining of the programs for the college in the
."v.school year." Klemens added. future."
-

perfectly clear").
Warming up for Frye will be
George Foley and Friends.

Wostminstbr Wifnossoc
Gordon Stewart Arrival

Foley, an excellent piano
player whose popularity is
currently at a peak on campus,
has a new record intitled
"Cleveland Rag" which features six of his own compositions and also contains seven

Westminster church has re- who they are and what they
cently witnessed the arrival of want to be and do."
a new senior pastor, the Rev.
'The religious scene nation- -'
Gordon Stewart His is a ally is kind of polarized beposition which assistant pastor tween personal gospel and
Cindy Jarvis has filled for over social gospel approaches. I am
a year. However, both pastors convinced that the' gospel of
will preach in McGaw Chapel Jesus is a gospel both for
and shared duties involving personal meaning and for the
campus activities.
remaking of societies, and that
In an interview, Mr. Stewart
the two cannot be separated.
I see Westminster as a place
expressed his personal feelings
about the church's relation to for people to get themselves

older rags. This is a Century
Advent recording and is on

sale on campus.
Foley has rounded up a
group of his musical companions from the Cleveland
area to open up the Frye show.
The act will include drums,
bass, and trumpet along with
George on the keyboards and

vocals.
Rick Bardine and Mark
Klemens chairmen of Lowry
Center Board and Speakers
and Topics Committee respec
tively, stressed that tonight's
attendance and profits will
reflect the programming for
the year.
"This is a financial risk for
us," explains Bardine, "and
we stand to lose alot of money
--

the College community. "I
hope students feel at home at
Satirist David Frye appears tonight in McGaw Chapel
"You're out of stop."

Graduates Acquire Experience s
by Melissa Richmond

Joining the school of hard
knocks are this year's admini
strative interns. Through their

Inauguration Weelz

Continued from p. 1
guage. His best known work is
A Philosopher Looks at Science and he, at one time,
served as an assistant to
Albert Einstein. Both Dr.
Kemeny and Ms. Levertov will
be hosted at a reception in
Lowry Pit after Dr. Kemeny' s
lecture.

The actual inauguration will
occur Friday, October 7, 2:30
p.m. in the oak grove north of
Kauke HalL Delegates from
The Great Lakes College Association of Colleges of the
Midwest and alma maters of
our faculty will be present The
program will be officially convened by Carolyn Gustafson
Dix,
of the
Board of Trustees. Dr. Edward
Fox, Professor Emeritus of
Vice-Chairpers- on

History at Cornell University,
'will give the induction address
and the College's concert
'
choir will sing a work written
especially for the inauguration
by Dr. Richard T. Gore, professor Emeritus of Music. The

induction ceremony itself,
which is in the same form used
first at Wooster in 1873, will be
conducted by the Chairman of
the Board of Trustees, John
W. Pocock. The program will
conclude with the new president's address to the College
entitled "A Place Apart"
Friday evening The New

Westminster, where they can
be a real part of the community. The church can be a place
for the students to think about

Hungarian Quartet will present
a program of string quartets by

Beethoven,

Britten

and

Brahms. This quartet is considered to be one of the

world's foremost chamber

music ensembles. The program will begin at 8:30 P.M. in
McGaw Chapel.
Throughout the week, a
special art exhibition of American Indian weaving from the
collection of Dr. and Mrs. Arch
Gould, of ceramics from the
Exxon Collection of Indian
Pottery and of prints from the
College's John Taylor Arms
Collection will be on display at
the Wooster Art Center.
Inauguration Week here at

the College

of Wooster

promises to be very exciting
and offers many opportunities
for the student to be exposed
n
to new ideas and
personalities. Dr. Christianson
and the Inaugural committee
wish to stress that all of the
published events of Inauguration Week are open to stuwell-know-

dents and that all student
participation is enocu raged.
This special week of events
not only marks the inaugura-

tion of Dr. Henry Copeland,
but also offers College of

Wooster students an opportunity to evaluate their

work in the various offices on
campus, these Wooster graduates have the chance to gain '
invaluable practical work experience. This year's administrative interns are Tony
Ciriegio; Joanne Olson, Wendy Galloway, Bruce Shaw,
Doug Brush, Jane Denovchek,
and Don Snow.
Working for the Dean of
Students Office are Tony and

Joanne. Joanne serves as a
liaison for the small program
houses and the Deans Office;
she also works to facilitate
women's programming. At the
present Tony is working on
compiling the alcohol survey
and investigating other colleges' policies on housing
maintenance.
Doug Brush of Admissions
interviews prospective students and travels to high
schools and college nights. In
the Developmental Learning
Center is Don Snow, who
does anything from typing to
minor policy decisions and
from lab consulting to tutoring.

Jane Denovchek is involved
the operational programming for LCB and Lowry
Center. She is the chief of the
in

work for
speakers and programs.
At the Career Planning and
Placement Service are Bruce
Shaw and Wendy Galloway,
whose joint efforts are directed toward counseling, writing
behind-the-scen-

es

the newsletter, executing

workshops, and serving as the
liaison between the CPPS and
their new program house at

Slater House.
In addition, the seven are
dorm directors: Wendy in
Compton, Bruce in Bissman,
Don at Miller Manor, Doug in

Stevenson, Joanne at Wagner, and Tony in Armington.
Their roles are that of support
persons, in getting program
boards and hall council started
and guiding R.As.
As interns, these people
face the dual role of administrator and student For most
the relationship has not been a
difficult one with which to
deal. Tony stresses that the
job is student oriented but
each intern must uphold their

administrative duties. According to Joanne, the effec-

tive way to be vital liaison
between students and staff is
communithrough
cation. Time is a limiting factor
one-to-o-

ne

for all, however, because their
jobs are more than
pencil pushing.
Each intern expresses parti-cul- ar
goals for this year. Better
communication and direction
of student goals are concerns
of Wendy and Bruce at CPPS.
Doug hopes to promote sections and their responsibilities.
Jane sees herself in a position
where she can make a positive
contribution to the college.
Hoping , to strengthen the
sense of community at the
college are Tony and Joanne.
In Joanne's words, the interns are "sitting on a fence
between the administration
and students and are in a good
'
position to help."
nine-to-fi- ve

together through worship,

prayer and study,- - and as a
place from which we seek to
change the world."
Mr. Stewart hopes to augment this position by bringing
guest speakers who will raise
critical issues, present particular points of view, and lead
the congregation in an understanding of the Church in
"

--

today's

society. "Among

these speakers are Muham-me- d
Kenyatta, who will preach
this Sunday in McGaw, and
Joel Gajardo, "an ordained
Presbyterian minister who has
been exiled from Chile since
the military coup of the
Allende regime.
In talking about the congre-

gation, the pastor says he "is

very excited about this congregation and the involvement
of students, faculty, and town-peopl- e.

The last three Sundays
we have had about 700 people
in McGaw, and I really like the
people. A unique thing about
the church is that it has a
history of really caring about
the world." Mr. Stewart, who
prefers to be called Gordon,
ended by saying that he hoped .
that students were aware that
he and Miss Jarvis are always
free for counseling, and that
he is very interested in having
programs in dorms or around
the campus.
Mr. Gordon Stewart was
born and raised in Philadelphia, Pa., and received his
B.A. from Maryville College,
Tennessee. He received his
Master of Divinity from
McCormick Theological Sem-

inary, Chicago! His most
recent position was with United Ministries in Higher Education in New York State, which
serves 13 campuses. He has a
wife, Carol, and two sons,
John, 8, and Douglas, 6. We
welcome Mr. Stewart to the
College of Wooster.
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really ' Amoco, ; women employees
exposed to lead.
must, immediately report a
needed to work.".
..' L: Until she was transferred,
missed menstrual period to the
Vicky Read was one of an company physician; one wo;:
;..
- i:.L
i
Ufa.kiitWtnn estimated one million women, men was .fired et Amoco's .
vrr-'- m
wwm
r r : . outer
Newsworks, writes frequently according, to HEW. in their Sugar Creek facility for failing .
years who to. give timely notice of her
about health and consumer j prime
work amid potential exposures pregnancy.
issues for 5 national publications, including the Progres-- : to chemical substances and ' .. Men, - however, are not
sve where a longer version of processes that can cause birth superworkers, and there is
C growing
evidence that the
:
this article just appeared..
: defects and miscarriages.
: Now she is one of an untold ' reproductive organs of male
!
When Vicky Read, a number, of women around the workers might also be adresident of Cora- - country who are losing their versely affected by toxic subI
f W
and ; processes.
opolis, , Pa., saw an ad an-- ; jobs or being excluded from stances
I
1 1
a nearby i zina jobs, because they are preg-- " Foreign studies suggest that ;
nouncing, that
.
mineral plant was nmng nant or capable of becoming an unusually high number of
women, she jumped at the pregnant - Other women are male workers have abnormal
cnancs iw cam n.iu an iiumi.- - undergoing tubular ligations or sperm test results after ex- With her ' handicapped hus-- . hysterectomies to keep those posure to lead. Women whose
:aL.
i
husbands have been exposed
a jobs.
oanu oux ui wurni
wmi
vsmall child to support, her
.Current, federal laws sup-- to vinyl chloride ; have an
high incidence, of
unusually
a
an
at
hour
$Z50
income of
posedly assure Read and other
'
local nwsuiuii was iui ini women not only of the right to stillbirths and miscarriages. .
"safe and healthy working conIn the plastics industry, cor- -.
."They didn't tell us It might ditions, but also of the right to porate managements are
DO aangerous, ,. neaa ' says,
work without being discrinrtf- -' worried about the effects of
"and I just figured it was nated against because of their
Continued on p. 9 ,.
gooa
a chance to get a
jod. An sex. But it isn't working out
I knew was that my father
that way.
worked there (St. Joes Mineral . Instead, tire companies, lead
Will
in Monaca, Pa.), and my uncle, battery plants, certain chemiand my grandfather before he cal processes and producers,
and laboratories simply will not
- www.
hire women for some jobs.
WW
WWd, l
m
call
accinnerl to what thev
the
Thus a bizarre confrontation
Kenyatta is critical of "the ' institution to help Americans
by David Hagelin
of
one
roaster department,
is emerging between working
theologies" . that realize that weare" growing
worldly
Muhammad
Reverand
The
worin
women's rights to safe
several processing plants
divorce personal salvation large at the expense of the
which the company uses lead kplace under, the broad provi- Kenyatta is not afraid to take from
social realities; he added world," said Kenyatta in sumsions of the 1970 Occupational risks, face challenges, or get to
to produce zinc and acid.
that this connection has mation. .
of why securing
"If s very: dirty and hot," Safety and Health Act and the nitty-gritt- y
"Not the economic corporabasic human rights for all of us always been present in the
Read says. "If s over 100 their rights to equal employBlack Church, which was bom tions, not the labor unions,
degrees at all times. Ifs dirty ment opportunities under the is a seemingly impossible task. "in protest of slavery 'and and no, not even Jimmy Carter
Kenyatta has been on camup to your knees and if s all in 1964 Civil Rights Act A growexploitation."
can lead the country away
the air. You have to wear ing number, of women are pus aU week, leading discus"We must call others to a from this trend."
respirators, but even that caught in the middledenied sions and seminars and speak"Am I optimistic?" Kenyatta
similar understanding of the
doesn't help a whole lot. You unemployment or forced out ing in classes. He will present gospel," he exhorted.
.shrugged and smiled. "I guess
the sermon at Westminister
jobs,- - suffering
can smell the gas. . It burns of hard-wo- n
Kenyatta is a board member I have to be."
your, nose and throat Ifs pay cuts of loss of seniority or Church this Sunday, World
Skills Proof the
Communion Sunday.
common Irnowledae that VOU unemployment
"My focus this week will be ject a program begun in 1970
- can get sick working in there,
As a result scores of new
Hold
which features "a new misbut no one likes to talk about cases of sex discrimination are to raise the questions facing sionary concept of which even
U.S.,
Christianity
in
the
.concoun,
V cropping up around the
it"
Eighth US
the liberal Council of Churches ,
About three months after try. In the lead and zinc cerning both domestic social has been leery."
Court of Appeals has ruled
poverty,
she started working in the industries and in virtually all issues such as race,
"It is an. effort to recruit that colleges may withhold
roaster department, the com- - smelters, fertile women are . and equality, and international blacks with technical and transcripts from former stuissues like the kind of church
being transferred or dismissed
party cauea lugeum ub i
scientific skills to work in
who have discharged
women who were employed in from processing plants with leadership needed to face the African development projects dents
their student loans through
the processing plants and told high exposure levels to lead. challenges of the Third sponsored by African governbankruptcy.
them they were being trans- Goodyear. DuPont and Gen World," explained the articuments and churches," he conThe majority opinion in the
ferred because high exposures eral Motors have removed late Kenyatta.
Girardier v. Webster
case,
tinued
,
thirty-thre- e
old
year
The
.
high
could
be
plants
of
women from areas
to lead in the
College (Missouri) said the
His work as Black Economic
dangerous if they became exposure in- - their battery native of Chester, Pennsylvania has held a variety of Development Conference Bankruptcy Act does not bar
pregnant. .
plants.
.7:
representative to the United private colleges from refusing
. "They . told . us,"
In Muncie, IncL, G.M. is religious and political titles
Read
to issue transcripts to students
Nations
recalls, "that if we wanted to being sued by a woman who relating to his overriding comorganization section involves whose loans were discharged
have our tubes tied or have a was denied employment be- mitment to human rights.Black demands of reparations for in bankruptcy. However, the
His current position as
huctprprtnmv or : somethjna cause she was , capable of
-exploitation from white question of public-privadoes
having children. At the Theological Project director black
.like that they would be perinstitutions.
not enter the case and no
fectly all right and we could . Bunkerhill Foundry in Idaho . demands most of his time' and
Kenyatta' s involvement in college should have to furnish
a
stay where we were. The only and at St Joes Mineral in energy. The Project
social issues does not end records to such students be It
way we could get in the plants Pennsylvania, at toast four national, interdenominational
there. He has contributed sig- a public or private school.
any more was to have papers women have undergone network of theologians, pas- nificantly to the stuggle
The case was brought by
from the doctor saying we ; hysterectomies or tubular liga- -'tors, and lay leaders. on pro- against hard drug trafficking former students who argued
The group focuses
could not have children." .?- - tions in order to keep their
in
the
crime
organized
that they were covered by the
jobs. Other women, preferring pagating Black Christian reli- and
i ne women were iota xney
Bankruptcy Act which
black community.
assisting
concepts
and
gious
been
remain
fertilerhave
to
the
would be transferred at
all creditors whose
His civil, rights activities,
in particChristians
Black
loss
a
of
at
often
transferred,
labor
the
to
month
the
of
end
while in the" Air Force, leading debts are discharged from...
ipating in socialpolitical
pool, where they would be pay and job seniority.
to an early Dishonorable Dis- employing any process to
Exposure to lead b not the actions involving liberation.
assigned to janitorial and yard
"Salvation, or the individ- charge, resulted in congres- collect such debts as"personal
only problem. The petro- -'
work at reduced pay.
with sional investigations of military liabilities of the bankrupt" But
was very upset'( Read chemical industry is tecoming ual's personal relation social
discrimination.
the court found no congresor
"
liberation,
and
Christ,
emIn
nervous about female
"I mflant o roHi irtirtn
Kenyatta attended several sional intent or legislative hissynonymous,"
are
action,
benwith
work
pay and nowhere to bid for ployees who
colleges for a while; he was tory to indicate the act prohib.
Kenyatta stated.
I Jf
J..
mmn zene. Exxon and Dow Chemiupgraaea
juus uiiutn
uiouihwi
of
"To know Jesus is to do' granted a Master of Divinity, its nonlegal, informal wayspay
seniority system, because cal win no longer, hire fertile
equivalency.
prompting the debtor to
there's not too many places to women for jobs involving ex God's will in a social context,"
'The Church is the only up.
posure to that chemical. At he added.
. work in that mill that aren't
;
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Bv Dorothv McGhea
Pacific News Service
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by John Gilbert
In collaboration with Assistant Dean of Students Acy
Jackson and the Career Planning and Placement Office
(CPPS), 14 men and 8 women
have organized an
small house program located
in Slater House.
Its purpose is to assist Acy

i
i

a

i

'I I
III

Is

Slater Houm

should contact Or. James
Turner of the history depart--

-

Jackson in carrying out the

duties of the CPPS office, and
also to provide a student-ru- n
extension of the CPPS office,
offering particular information
on summer job opportunities.

ment for more information
pertaining to that foundation.
The Rockefeller Foundation
Scholarship offers a trial year
of study at a theological
school. Students interested in
that program should see Dr.
Glenn Bucher in the Religion
department. For graduate
study in topics related to the
administration of Harry S.
Truman, students should talk
to Dr. Gordon Shut! in the
political science department
about the Harry S. Truman
Library Institute.
For students planning on
graduate study dealing with
international affairs there is the
Fulbright-Hay- s
Program. The
advisors for that program are
Or. John Gates of the history
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for two years of study at'
Oxford and The Marshall Aid IlToTeI
Commemoration Scholarship IlNlTlAl
offers two academic years of BIAINIGI
study in the United Kingdom.
Dr. Richard Bell of the philosophy department is the faculty
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The library contains applications for summer- - jobs and
.

.

Slater . House and browse
through the . library; they are
also willing to answer stu-'riAnte raroar niiactinne
- Activities
planned for the
1977-7- 8
school year include
open houses, guest lectures.
a jou jair, presenting . workshops, updating
the house library, and publishing a newsletter,
The Slater House program is

-

literature

from "agencies,

throughout the United Statas.
Copies of career booklets like

the Occupational Outlook

w-spuieun-

STT

SEE PERRY OPTICAL

ng

Handbook and the College
Placement Annual are also
by John Yankello
available at Slater.
and John Gilbert Other memThe house members wel- - bers include: Lincoln Hicks,
Eric Showes, Dave Bunis,
wiw noriuiu, iviarK iurnBuus,
co-direct- ed

Woo St udonf;

advisor for both the Rhodes
and the Marshall scholarships.
Acy Jackson, the Associate
Dean of Students and director
of the Career Planning and
Placement Service urges stus.
dents to look into these
He recommends inquiry into the Grants Register,

Knauer, the director of Bab-coc- k
International House. The
Rhodes Scholarship is a grant

Joacph ELLcvinc

ffq

.

department

Slater program have 'participated in a Freshman orientation lecture and opened the
house library to the student

on-camp- us

Graduate Scholarships Available
Many Wooster students
continue . their education in
various fields of graduate
study. There are six main
scholarships offered in conjunction with the College of
Wooster available to those
students. The Danforth Foundation
scholarship is open to women
interested in graduate study in
order to teach in the secondary schools. Those women,

5

So far, the members of the come an students to visit

Mark Pierson, Chip Baker, Bret

a directory of national . and Smith, Hank Winters, Bill
international scholarships, Dugan, Dave Fenn, Linda Fox,'
more importantly, Jackson ad- uynuiKt ureene, uay ivicuary,
vises students' interested in Karen Stoner, Karen . Stapf,
postgraduate study to contact rvainy inompson, ana Leslie
the previously mentioned fac- Valentino. .
Bruce Shaw and Wendy
ulty advisors..
These scholarships have Galloway are interns in the
strict deadlines and often re- CPPS office.
John Yankello b currently
quire recommendations along
with the taking of the Gradu- very optimistic about the comate Records Examination. ing year. "We're open for any
"Students aren't aware of new and innovative ideas. The
them (scholarships) early program is flexible enough to
enough to get applications in allow us to try some new
on time," says Jackson. "Stu- things."
When questioned about the
dents should start reviewing
aspect of the
information during the fall new co-e- d
quarter of their junior year." program, John replied, "We'd
Further information about like women on campus to be
' these and other postgraduate
more consciously aware of the
scholarships can be obtained opportunities available to
them. The. women's involve- from the advisors noted-o- r
from Acy Jackson in the CPPS ' ment ih the CPPS program is a
step n that direction."
office in Lowry Center.
.

.

"Beonuitty" Mfloodly
Record Review by Susie Estill cut on the B side has the same
Daiyl Hall and John Oates
title as their last album ("Big"Beauty on A Back Street"
ger Than The Both Of Us").
There will probably be some ; Another reason that "Beauty"
confusion between this album might be mistaken for "Bigger
and the previous album re- Than" is because the albums
corded by Daryl Hall and John sound very similar. "Why Do
Oates (who now insist on Lovers Break Each Others'
using their full names to avoid Hearts" - a 5CS type bee
sounding like a law firm). Their bop per, and "Love Hurts
last hit album 'Bigger Than (Love Heals)" both have the
The Both Of Us' had the hits 'unmistakable D.H. and J.O.
"Back Together Again" "Do sound which might beontfr-buteWhat You Want, Be What
to the same group of
You Are", and, of course, recording musicians including
"Rich Girt". After the over- Tom Scott on sax, and Lee
whelming success of that alSklar on bass,
.
bum, they released a record
The lyrics of the duo are
entitled "No Goodbyes". This becoming increasingly more
contained a number of songs cynicaL "Bigger Than" gave
recorded earlier in their career, us "You'll Never Learn", and
some previously unre leased, "Rich Girt" while "Beauty'
and some from "Whole contains '.'You Must Be Good
Oates", "Abandoned Lunchfor Something" and "Bad
eonette" (She's Gone" etc.), Habits and Infections".
The tone of this album is a
and "War Babies" which was
produced, engineered and bit more moody than past
supervised by Tod Rundgrert albums. This is not only felt in
"Beauty on a Back Street", is the song titles and lyrics, but
also in several haunting melothe title of the new album.
The reason it may cause dies, "Don't Change" and
confusion is because the first "Winged Bull".
1 THE..
In "Beauty On a Back
Street" Daryl Hall and John
Oates have recorded another
album which is consistent with
In th Co4i0a Hill SH.UP
their past records in both style
snoppinf cmor
A
and quality.
i
riHNW.
d
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STOOpIHlDMTrS
the exam and prevent you
from remembering afterwards.
The easiest way to review is to
assemble your summary notes
prepare class assignments.
of each chapter. Convert the
7
statements into questions and
.
UNDERLINE AND MAKE
check the individual chapters
MARGIN NOTES
Mark your text freely and to see if you are answering the
fully and accurately.
underline key statements. questions
margin notes and underBracket significant . phrases Your
wiH help you - recall
lining
and put light check marks
a
around special points. This will details. If you have kept,
give you a clear idea of the reading journal, these reflecmost important material when tions will be further aid in
remembering particular ideas.
"
you review.
Writing in the : margins is Your class notes will reinforce
your reading. . Pose rigorous
helpful. Ask questions, disquestions to yourself, but as
agree, modify statements,' you
approach your exam, rerephrase concepts in your own :
language. By challenging the ' member one important point:
your mind with
author's ideas, .you , will read Do not clutter
actively and you remember J details. If you have read the
"
text carefully and can identify
what you have read. ;
will rememTake notes as you read. To major ideas, you
make your learning active and ber supporting information
is an
to retain what you have learn-- , and data. Studying
ed, you must take notes. They essential aspect of your education and requires practice and
will be very useful later,
minding you 'of. your first concentration. The enjoyment
you
find in learning, and the
reactions to passages in the
knowledge
textbook and information that retention of .the
you acquire, will depend in
you might otherwise forget
A journal or reading log is great pact on your developing
recommended. After you have good study habits.
read a 'section or a chapter,
record your thoughts. You
may want to summarize whole ,
chapters in a brief paragraph.
bv David Haaelin
In any event transcribing your
New faculty members for
thoughts to paper will help you
review and to write essays or the academic year; 1977-7-" 8
"
term papers on what you have include:
Art Department- - Clayton
learned.
C.Y. Lee, Instructor, M.F.A.
University of Minnesota, 1977;
USE STUDY GUIDES
These guides often contain a Rebecca Seeman, Instructor,
synopsis of the textbook and M.F.A. University of Colorado,
raise provocative questions 1977.
Biology Department- - Gorthat can add to your depth or
understanding. Use one as you don Whitney, Assistant Pro- -,
read, and return tort when you fessor. Ph. D. Yale, expected
1977; Willa C Nehlsen, Assistreview for your exam.
Consult the text supplements ant Professor, Ph. D. Univermentioned in the author's sity of California Santa Cruz
suggested readings or biblio- expected 1977.
Chemistry Department- - Paul
graphy. Often a point that
Gaus, Assistant Professor,
seems obscure in your text can
be clarified by a special study Ph. D. Duke University, 1975.
Economics Department -of the subject
Barbara S. Burnell, Assistant
Professor, Ph. D. University of
REVIEW SYSTEMATICALLY
Illinois pending; James D.
Burnell, Assistant Professor,
disciReview is an
Ph. D. University of Illinois
pline. It b essential to successful study. You review a phrase pending; Timothy I. Miller,
or sentence by underlining it; Visiting Assistant Professor,
you review a page after you Ph. D. Southern Illinois Unihave read it by recalling the versity in progress.
major points; you reassess the. . English Department- - Carole
meaning of a chapter by going H. Moses, Visiting-Assistaover your textbook notes; you Professor, Ph. D. State Univerreevaluate the material in class sity of New York at Binghamp-to1977.
by joining in the discussion;
you record points of view and 'J Geology Department- - Hope
interpretations in your note- D. Huntington, Visiting Assistbook as you listen , to the ant Professor, Ph. D. Univerprofessor and other students; sity of Massachusetts at
you make your final review Amherst expected 1977.
History Department- - Kath-ry- n
before the test by
Norberg, Verting Assistant
your underlining, your
notes in the margins, lecture Professor, Ph. D. Yale in
progress.
materials, and notebooks.
Language Department:
Before your final exam, avoid
cramming at all costs, even French- - Amy Millstone, Visitthough, it may be tempting. It ing Assistant Professor, Ph. D.
1977;
creates tension that may University of Wisconsin,
hinder your memory during Michael Weaver, Visiting In
In the first installment; the
importance of preliminary sur-vey of the book was stressed,
and tips given on how to
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the eternal

Mew Faces
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on-goi- ng

nt

n,

re-examin- ing

Offn

structor, A.B.D. Case Western
Reserve expected 1977.
Language Department; German- Susan G. Figge, Visiting
Assistant Professor, Ph. D.
Stanford University 1974; D.
Stevens Garlick, Assistant
Professor, Ph. D. Stanford
University 1973.

Language Department:

Greek and Latin- - Thomas M.
Falkner, Assistant Professor,
Ph. D. State University of New
York at Buffalo 1975.

Language Department-Russian- Joel L Wilkinson, Assistant Professor, Ph. D. University of Kansas 1977.

Language Department:

oll-nlght- or

Wooster Faculty
Spanish- - Elna M. De Costa,
Ph. D.
University of Wisconsin, 1976.

Assistant Professor,
,

Mathematics Department
Delene Perley, Instructor,
M.A.T. College of Wooster,
1972.

Music Department- - Jack
Gallagher, Assistant Professor,
D.M.A. Cornell University, expected; Dale Moore, Professor
M.M. University of Kansas
1956; Daniel V. Robinson,
Visiting Assistant Professor,
D.M.A. Stanford University,
1976.

Philosophy Department
Frederic Korn, Assistant Professor, Ph. D. University of
Michigan, 1976.
--

Republicans
Start Club
Sunday, the
Wooster
On

Oct 2,tt7 p.m. in room

18 of

college.

Refreshments will be served
Lowry Center the Wooster and the public is welcome.
College Republican Club will Interested students should
hold their first meeting of the contact' Jim Everett at Box
year to organize their newly 1556, or extension 21 1, or drop
revived club and to plan their by the table in the Lowry lobby
activities for the coming year. Friday or Saturday.
The club hopes to encourage
1

political participation through-

out the college and

com-

munity by sponsoring voter
registration drives, canvassing,

straw votes and guest speakers.
Though the official membership drive has just started
many students showed great
interest by signing up even
before the club was officially
announced. The students who
joined together to start the
club said they hoped they
could bring a little political

excitement and "practical

political science applied" to

Visitation to
bo Dobatod

Continued from p. 1
This Committee will take up
where the present committee
leaves off, attempting to help
students, faculty, and admini-

strators to understand all the
implications of a change in
visitation policy.
Students interested in serving on this committee should
contact chairperson Ellen
Thomas at Box 2887.

Political Science DepartMarcus O. Pohlman,
Assistant Professor, Ph. D.
Columbia University 1976.
Psychology Department -Daniel M. Fajardo, Assistant
Professor, Ph. D. University of
Oregon expected 1977; Patricia Markunas, Visiting Assistant Professor, Ph. D. Ohio
ment-

State expected 1977.
Sociology Department -Stanley Adams, Instructor,
A.B.D. Penn State University,
.

1977; Mary Moynihan, Instructor, Ph. D. University of Akron

expected 1977.

In addition to these new
faculty members, Trisha Davis
(M.LS. Kent State University
expected 1978) is now Assist-

ant Ubrariaa

FlairTravol
Consultants

343 E.BOWMAN ST.
WELCOME BACK!
For Your
Convenience
Just off the College
Campus For ALL
Your Travel Inquiries
and Needs
1

tt Announcement

TENTH ANNUAL
LONDON SHOW TOUK.

March

7--

2

1.1978

CALL
264-650-

5
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figure is expected "to repeat that Campus Council has been ophy Dr. Holliday hopes to reaffirmation of the basic prirv .
;
instrumental in 'starting, hop-- ;
academic program at cipies ot tne noerai arts eauca-The ' administration of the r itself over the next several . ing to create a mutual support - see the
The College of Wooster - re-- uon. one nopes vo iiiiu new
College of Wooster met a new years, .in 200 less students in.
'
well,
He
as
of
academics
"worked
y
and ..' given' a new; metaphors to express these
Vice President of Academic four years. He hopes that less
to see sense- of com-- - vitality.' --' ';.
principles ana to iook at wnar
:V'V
'
Affair on August 1, 1977, Dr. ' students ..wilj improve the wants
;
:, :'
munity in which the academic
ware aoing now ana ga our
William Baird of the Econo- quality, of the; student body,
and the social will use each'
on a limb .' to change what'
. tech-mics ' Department' His new through better selection
'
"..
"
of
, . other with the betterment
needs changed.
position involves close work ''piques.
Dean Holliday also chairs
Vice President Baird will be the student community in
4
with the Dean of the Faculty,
''
mind.
,
Dr. Vivian Holliday, and the: working closely with the entire
, Vice President Baird gradummee wnose main amy is to
Educational Policy Committee. faculty, looking for new ways
ated from Wittenberg Univerreview the academic situation
He will be in charge of the for them to grow. He affirmed- sity in 1957. He received his
'of students on probation and.
curriculum, scheduling and the high quality of the Woos- . M.A. and Ph. D. from Ohio
those applying for, readmis- the actual educational pro- ter faculty and wants; to help
University in .1959 and
sion. 5ne warns mis commitgram. Dr.. Baird works with them all reach their full -- State respectively. Dr.
Baird
1968
tee to be viewed as having the
Admissions and reviews facul- potential.
Economics
with
the
A main goal of Dr. Baird has been
ty reappointments and tenure.
department
Wooster
since
at
interests in mind and not as
which may be realized within
only dealing out punishment
the next several years is the 1963 and has served as ChairEconomics,
man
of
Associate
I no .obauuiiNb wianuaiu
a
core
courses
formation
of
of
.
Committee hopes to counsel
that all C.O.W. graduates will Dean, and Assistant to the .
.
Dr. Vivian Hol'.lday
have experienced during their President, lor Planning,
:': ; ';
,
Dean Holliday is very cbrW a greater depth to find evi ¬
four years at Wooster. This
t;
.
"
by Cindi Meister
dence to prove that tne stu- core of two to four courses
cerned with academics-and-"'
may be built around the great
has set a goal to reaffirm the runt . to raadu trv .' ralAnfar
Dr. Vivian Holliday is the committment to the liberal arts Wooster. Dr. Holliday hopes
ideas; of history, the major
literary works, - contemporary new Dean of the Faculty. One education. She feels the liberal this will place a greater empha
issues, or some topic with a of her main duties is being the arts, are more relevant today sis on the two quarters spent
chairperson of the Educational. than ever. "It is a process that off the Wooster campus, ' . r.
common focus. The ideal be
hind this core lies in creating a Policy Committee. This com- - : needs to be looked upon as an fir UnlCrlav, hnrux Unnet .
common point of unity for-- all mittee is composed of six' end in itself' remarked Dr. will remain the school of
faculty members and two stu- Holliday of the ' liberal arts academic excellence it now is
students.
education,
Dr. Baird is also striving for dents. New. course offerings,
Dr. William Baird
Dr. HolFiday is pleased with students the personal atten-increased communication as a and job descriptions are apThe academic budget is ap- means of strengthening the proved by this committee. the quality academic program tNrt tKat mrtfsL' ao AAAetap iinL'
proved by the Vice President cohesive bond of support betThrough V the discussion of at Wooster but feels it holds a que. She sees no drastic
Most importantly of all. Dr. ween student organizations ' educational policy and philos
weariness that calls for a changes in the future, but
will
work students and
Baird
Mi
nv
uio niiwre wwi
ural environment of Wooster
is
he
stresses the fact that
iimproved with 'more active
always ready to talk with
participation from the stustudents and hear any feedback they might offer on
dents.
'2
The College of Wooster Little Foxes, the eighth annual people $8.
.i J
J
'"v
campus issues.
Play (Feb- ' Subscribers will also have
ur. If.lRJ
noiiiuav araauaieu
irom
Theatre (formerly the Little
Dr. Baird has many goals for Theatre) is, for the first time, ruary
);
and Most Happy two days before the opening WethroD: Colleae. She re
The College of Wooster in- offering a season ticket dis- Fella, this year's musical (May of general ticket sales for each ceived her . Masters 'degree
volving the quality of acashow to purchase additional from the University of Missouri
count package to students and
demics,. This year fifty less townspeople.
tickets at regular prices. They and her Ph.D. from the Uni- '
Great Lakes Shake. The
freshman are on campus. This
The Season Saver Sub- speare . Festival, players will j will thus be guaranteed access versity of North Carolina. Dean
scription will include three present Peg O' My Heart the Jto the number of tickets they HoHiday has been on the staff
of Wooster since 1961, teachC.O.W. Theatre productions, night of November 4, and at a need for each show.
;
ing in the Classics.'
as well as two November 3:00 matinee the following . Order forms and explana
performances by the Great day. That night, and the tory letters will be placed in ,
Lakes Shakespeare Festival following afternoon, Taming ' student mailboxes soon.
It '(i
of the Shrew will appear on Tickets for the .1977-7- 8
players
Keith Roelofs, Director of
. Season
are the Chicago Region, U. S. Civil
A limited subscription will, Freedlander stage.
.
enavailable
subscription,A
A
Plan
the
at
Freedlander
a
price.
for
reduced
Include
: Service
Commission, - today
, :
only C.O.W. Theatre shows. compassing all five shows, will Box Office.
announced the award of a
Wooster Theatre shows be available to students for
q
$5000 grant to the State of
included in the season pack- $10; townspeople will pay $15.
Ohio. This grant is authorized
A Plan B subscription, exage will be: Cyrano de
under the Intergovernmental
cluding the Festival shows, will
Beraerac.
the
Homecomina
Personnel Act of 1970 and is
'
: Applications for the Goethe
);
play (October
The. cost students $6 and towns-a project designed to assist
Institute program for Winter for
of student
Quarter are available through in the placement
interns in Dublic administration
HOLD IT!
Prof. Richard Figge in the
related positions in local jurisGerman Department
dictions and agencies in southwestern Ohio,
Need A Placa To Stash Your Cash?
The City of - Dayton will
Wa feature:
this pilot project as
conduct
,
Safe Deposit Boxes
...-,''' H
the first stage in the formation
' '
Insured Savings '
A
'
an orafi.uiflA . Cturiont
Any Savings Account Over $25 Pays Interest From Day In To Day
I
'
Out
resource center. The Dayton-MiaWi
JUUW-Ji
Free Traveler's Checks With College I.D.
Valley Consortium of
Check us out today!
Colleges and Universities will
TRAVEL
j
j
to enable undergraduate and graduate level
I
students from participating
SERVICE
I
institutions to obtain temporary internships related to their
academic disciplines. .
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735. E. Liberty
264-800- 1

BE ALL AVE

,

ECON-O-WAS- H

(Just North of ttt Collcga)

1812 Oeveland Road
264-781-

2

24 Hour
Dry

Coln-O- p

Laurfdry

Cleaning 8 - 4:15
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--

radiation have begun dismissing pregnant employees. A
female research technician in a
thyroid laboratory in Illinois
was told to resign or take a
maternity ' leave ; of absence
without pay. Afraid to lose
both her salary and unemployment benefits, she accepted
dismissal.

r

r.----

.

.

At ; St Joes Mineral in
Monaca, Pa., according to
Vicky Read, the men are not
complacent about the dangers. "The men are aware,"
she says, "that lead can hurt
them, and it upsets them.
They' can't understand why
the company is concerned
about us women and not
about them. Why don't they
have a case of discrimination
against the company? They
have to work in the dirty
places and we don't"
The Department of Health,
Education and Welfare esti-

in-dep-

it

th

.

--

Wooster Forum Planned
'

Employment Opportunity

Art For Thistle

child."

Workers' compensation,
no-fau- lt

6

have resulted from

An
interview on the
subject of minority admissions
at Wooster is upcoming in our
October 28 issue.

ness and insurance interests
are expected to lobby intensely. Their strategy is'to
than 500 of the 19,000 toxic definition of sex discrimination lobbying campaign. The swift amend the bill to death. The
substances in common indus- to include pregnancy. By a Senate passage is the result of House may vote on its version
of the bill by October, but the
trial use, and for only 16 of the 75--1 1 margin they declared their efforts.
Interestingly enough, some more realistic date is January.
2,400 chemicals suspected to that using pregnancy to deny a
Hopefully, opponents of the
be carcinogenic by NIOSH.
worker advancement employ- antiabortion groups support
ment or full disability benefits the bill. They feel the bill will bill will not be able to counterAs of 1976, Congress had is discriminatory. This includes give financial support to act the image of the 'folks
provided to OSHA funds sufficustomary 'leave of ab- women who might otherwise back home', who might take a
cient for an inspection force the
opt for abortion.
"no" vote from their repreforced upon women.
capable of examining only two sence'
The vote in the house is sentative as a vote against
Workers will now qualify for
per cent of the nation's work- sick
motherhood.
pay, sick leave and full expected to be tougher. Busi
places each year. '
insurance coverage for pregAnd only 400 nancy.
of OSHA's 1,500 inspectors
By defining pregnancy as a
are trained to conduct sophis- disability, the bill rejects a 1976
an article on Freshman class, a
ticated investigations that can Supreme Court ruling which
Continued from pg 1
pinpoint carcinogenic chemi- decreed that General Electric the Forum will not be written story written by Williams on
cals or those that cause birth need not provide benefits for ' in a newspaper style and the the admission of Black Stuto the College, a Cultural
defects.
pregnant women. The suit was format will be different from dents
Events calendar, and an unusOSHA is now considering a filed by the International Union the Voice's7 style. .'
Faculty contributions will be ual story on the Homecoming
revised standard for exposure of Electrical Workers (IUEW).
also Play.
to lead, since recent medical
Soon after the High Court's solicited by Williams. HeMiller
This project is being finevidence suggests that the decision, a coalition consisting has a regular staff. Judi
will be the Cultural Editor, anced in part by an Educacurrent standard allows conFund provided by Dr.
tional
filling
in
is
David Koppenhaver
centrations of exposure that
the Contributing Editor's posi- William Baird and Williams is
'could cause miscarriages. The
tion, and proof reading duties expecting money from the
proposed revision, which b
You are invited to'
will be handled by Dan Hunter SGA. He will also sell subscripexpected to be issued by the your original art and submit
literary
end of the year, allows for half work to Thistle. Thistle, and. Tim Lammers. Darlene tions at $1.00 for ten issues:
the first edition will be free of
the exposure level currently Wooster's literary magazine, is Goatiey is in charge of Lay-opermissible, and it promises a comprised of poetry, prose, and Mr. Robert Goiter will be charge to all students. .
substantially diminished risk of photography, prints, and the faculty advisor.
I
miscarriage.
The paper is scheduled to
REFRIGERATOR
' But the lead industry calls drawings, and is published at come out once every two
c
the end of each quarter.
FOR SALE
will be t
issue
weeks.
first
The
the proposed revision unduly
All pieces should be sub'
i
restrictive and far too costiy. mitted to Box 3189 by Friday, out on October 10. This first tt
t
$40
Industry spokesmen maintain October 7. Art works, depend- issue will contain a verbatim
CollCrgot221
that smelters across the coun-- . ing on size, may need to be interview with Vivian Holliday, t
try will be forced out of submitted personally to one
of
business if the revision is the editors.
adopted.
Any questions concerning
Proponents of the lower Thistle should be
directed to
standard contend its adoption
Hawken and
would signal. the government's Marty RossJane
342.
at
extension
commitment to equal opporRemember, Thistle requests
tunity for women.
your creations by October 7.
Olgar Madar, president of

Commission than a deformed

262-585-

ss,

Discrimination Concept Broadened

Despite its broad authority

Industry's sudden concern
for the hearth and safety of
developing fetuses is prompted primarily by the prospect of
having a deformed child bring
suit As one Dow Chemical
official put it, "We'd rather
face an action by the Equal

248 W. North Street

rank-in-cla-

minority students.. .we are
pledged to do everything we
can to increase the number.
The Wooster Voice apolo
gizes for this erroneous inference, with the hope that no
needless misunderstandings

to establish "safe and healthy" (CPS) Challenging a recent of N.O.W., the ACLU, IUEW
working conditions, OSHA to Supreme Court ruling, the and many labor and educadate has set TLVs for fewer Senate has broadened the tional groups began a massive

100,000 men and women will
die this year as a result of
illness, and that
another 390,000 will become
seriously ill
FEAR OF LAWSUITS

Grace's Wine
Sfroppe

:

effect

work-relate-d

risk.

Labor

substances without adverse

mates conservatively that

which acts as a sort of
insurance for employees injured on the job by compensating them but limiting their
right to sue, does not cover
birth defects or spontaneous
nui
sdutuuik. lira iciua
covered, so anyone can bring
suit until the age of 21,
claiming to be deformed because his or her mother was
exposed to a dangerous substance.
'The only redress of the
damaged child would be a civil
action, almost equivalent to
medical malpractice," explains
John Finklea, director of the
National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH). "The mother can
not sian a release for the fetus.
and liability will accumulate as
research is being done. This, it
seems to me, will be a powerful lever for everyone to get to
work on this problem." But
industry's way of "getting to
work" has been primarily to
exclude women from areas of

Department's

the Coalition of Labor Union
and Women; testified at recent
(OSHA)
Hearth Administration
OSHA hearings, "Industry
is charged with making it prefers excluding a group with
possible for Vicky Read and a problem rather than dealing
with it After the fertile women
: other working Americans to
hold jobs that do not jeopard- are removed, who will be next?
ize their health. Through the Black workers who carry the
development of standards sickle-ce-ll
anemia trait in their
called threshold limit values blood? Older male workers
(TLVs) OSHA sets permissible who have the highest problevels of airborne concentra- ability of heart problems? The
tions of harmful substances in list of groups with special
the workplace levels at susceptibility goes on and on,
which, according to available until a strain of superworkers
evidence, workers may be has been bred."
exposed day after day to toxic
The

Occupational r Safety

chloride ; oh fertile
womea Laboratories using
vinyl

30, 1977 WpOSTERVOICE
Page 9
Mr. Morris stated, in a letter
to the Wooster Voice, "I am
not pleased about the number
of Black enroilees ct alL One of
our crucial challenges in the
future is to enroll a large
number of . Blacks and other

The staff of the Wooster
Voice regrets the erroneous
inference, made in last week's
front page article on the Class
of '81 that the Admissions
Department was pleased with
the number of Black freshmen
and transfers this year.
Although we correctly reported that Admissions
Director Byron Morris was
pleased with many of the
objective indicators of the
class (SAT scores,
etc.), we failed to note
his dissatisfaction with this
year's number of Black enrol-lee- s
and his ongoing concerns
in that area.

ut

.

esses ug'jse nm

co-edito- rs

ABORTION
Up Thru 14 Weeks
1

Safe and Gentle
Akron's Most Experienced
Clinic
Moderate Fee, ADC Accepted
Personalized and Confidential
AKRON WOMEN'S CLINIC
513 W. Market St.

Call Collect

0-535-6-

178

"The Pizza with the Big Secret!
Made to Order Chese. Pepperonl, Sausage.
Mushrooms, Anchovies, Peppers, Onions

Unbaked pizza to go
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
WELCOME TO WOOSTER!
Come See Us:
Weekdays-Bp- .
m. 1a.m.
--

Snt
Sunday Carry-Ou- t
iTvl

--Kn.m.-2fl..m.

Only

5-1-2,

Closed Tues.
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Experience Is Key
Coach Jim Collier, a seasoned volleyball player himself, looks forward to the new
season with "a lot of expectation." He says the team will
rely on Kim Fischer for ball
handling, which he calls "the
most important thing in the

by David Johns

.

Experience. That is the key
ingredient that will probably
lead the women volleyballers
to a successful season this
year. Of the nine main players,
all but three saw varsity action
last year, and three- - have
played for at least two previous years on the team.
As the team's only senior,
Kim Fischer will be a definite

whole game." The team will
also be looking to Laura Page,
the tallest player, to do a lot of
spiking at the net
"' I've played volleyball for as
long as I can remember," said
asset, starting her fourth year Collier, who played four years
in the Air Force and later on
on varsity. Beth Binhammer
and Laura Page, the team's the Akron club. "Ifs a lot
best spiker, are both juniors,' harder than people realize," he
returning for their third year. added. "You have to see it to
Starting their second year on appreciate it"
The Scotties travel to Muskthe varsity squad are Deb
Berg, Karen Berky, and Pat ingum for their first match on
Headrich. Joining the team for Oct 1, where they will play
the first time are Judy Miller, "best out of five." The first
Pat Buda, a jv. player last year home match is against Ohio
and Amy Hoffman, a fresh- Northern and Mt Vernon on

iW

-

and sophomore Carol Muroock
right couldn't stop this pass, but tho Scotties did stop Muskingum 0 Monday afternoon.

Field hockey team members, fun lor Cindy Clark cantor

1--

Oct 4.

man.

Squad

3 Drecam s off UpceflG

you're number three in the was completed Tuesday night
state like the College of Wooster found itself with a 2--2
Wooster soccer squad.
season slate and the owner of
When you have a 2--0
record, and your latest an 11-- 2
Upset was foremost in the a 5--1 Cleveland State loss, and
victory, going into a pair of Scots' minds, but unfortuna 3-- 2 heartbreaker to Akron
games with Ohio's two finest ately thaf s where It stayed, in University.
soccer teams, upset has got to unmaterialized dreams. For
Cleveland State showed
be on your mind. Especially if after the second of their duals Wooster why they are currently sixth in the nation and the
only team to have beaten
number one St Louis
From the opening
seconds they controlled the
by Dave Koppenhaver

field.
With superb team speed,
first-rat- e
skills,
and a defense that seemed to
fill every passing lane, they
dominated every aspect of
the match. In fact they did not
allow Wooster a shot in the
first half. ball-handli- ng

-

Wooster's lone

'

marker

came in the second half on a
corner by freshman Jeff
White. Sophomore Kenny Ko-fiand the goalie leapt simulCindy Clark shows aggressive defense that has led Scotties to taneously and a clearer head
prevailed.
0
start
Akron University on Tuesday night was a different story.
Wooster played what coach
Have you seen our new banking location?
Bob Nye described as "the
Just north of the campus on Portage at
best game Wooster has ever
Cleveland Rd. Offering Students and Faculty
played."
Every Modem Banking Service!
In fact demonstrating some
Checking Accounts
ch

2--

Savings Accounts
e Safe Deposit Boxes

e

-

Wooster Fish

Travelers Checks "
Three Drive-I-n Lanes

a

.

Master-Charg- e

Visa
e Any Financial Advice
Day and Night Automatic Banking Machines.
SOON:
24-Ho-

ur

Lobby
Mon., Tues., Theirs.,

Wed. & Sat
Friday -

9-5:-

-9--

Drive-I-n
-9-

830-93-

-230

830-63-0

30

the:

member
F.D.I.C.

0

830-124-0

12.-00

COMMERCIAL!
DANKINO TRUOT COMPANYR
&

Deep Sea Foods
featuring...
e lobster

ecatfish
eshrimp
efrog legs
eturbot
oysters
escallops

eBBQ ribs
RESTAURANT

and

RETAIL FRESH FISH
262-883-

'

Unrnoricolizcd
the loose ball and scored
unopposed, except by goalie

offensive skills of their own in
the middle half of the game.
Wooster held a 2--1 lead, at one
point early in the half.
They tied matters at the 3:13

Doug FlanneUy.
The score remained tied 2--2
until just one and a half
minutes remained in the

point when Jeff - Lamscha's
free kick sailed over Akron's
back fine defense and
fellow-freshm-

Chuck Allen

match. At that point Kevin
Kolich, attempting to end an
Akron threat slammed a clearance drive upfield. It travelled
about eight yards before it
rocketed off a stunned Akron
i hw L.ll
utw
U. piayer s Knees, fl
shot bv a stunned Flannelly.
who had 13 saves previously in
the match, and Akron had the

an

out-rac- ed

them to the ball. He
launched e low line drive
Which it appeared goalie Rick
Eininger might block. But that
was before an alert

--

-

tri-capt- ain

Key

Akintunde, charging

down the middle of the field,
got a foot to it and-- redirected it into the near comer of the

3--2

goal.

Nye was also disappointed
with the officiating. And in
point of fact they simply let the
game get out of hand in the
second half. They did hand
Akron two yellow cards. But
was one for a punch, which by
soccer rules is an automatic

Kevin Kolich, despite his mere 5 foot 8 height,
sailed high above the crowd
ain

and put a picture-perfeheader into the goal.
Then a series of highly
questionable calls, one leading
directly to an Akron tally,
struck. Near the
mark Jay Crawford stole the
ball and started his run upfield.
Before he had gone three
paces his feet were swept out
from under him on a blatant
Akron trip,
Seemingly everyone but the
referee saw it and while
Wooster protests still hung in
the thick Akron air another
Akron player nearby swept up
ct

18-min-

.

that"

Number two goal came just
eight minutes later off Doug
Goodwin's comer kick. Fellow

tri-capt-

win.

"We didn't deserve to lose
that one," said a discouraged
Nye, "especially on a fluke like

ejection.

But all Nye would say is, "I
don't think the officiating was
near as good as the ball played
on the field."
Wooster must now shake
the effects of that tough
pair. They face a
solid Ohio University team in
Athens Saturday and cannot
afford a letdown. Wednesday
they host Ohio's

ute

back-to-ba-

ck

fifth-rank-

-

ed

Bowling Green at 3:30 p.m.

WAITRESS WANTED

Apply in Person

Part Time

-

2-- 5

Days or Nights

See Mr. Maxwell

'

...

1

230 N. Buckeye

MAXWELL'S FAMILY STEAK HOUSE

1.

Sept 30,

U

W

-

.

K'-i-

-

ober 22.

byBillWolle

Hiram will be trying to
rebound from a tough 23-2- 7
loss to Oberlin last week, and

This Saturday, the Fighting

Scots will place their perfect
record on the fine when they
travel to Hiram to face the
Terriers. The contest is the
first of three consecutive road
i games
foe the Scots, who
don't return to Severance
Stadium until x appropriately f
enough. Homecoming on Oct- -

they undoubtedly would like
very much to avenge last
year's 6 defeat at the hands
of Woosteiv The Terriers have
some aood personnel on their
foster, including junior tailback
Dave Heun, who rushed for
--

9--

.

.

- - -.

.

over 900 yards last season.
Tight end Maurice Bryant and
center Wally Carpenter, both
juniors, bolster the offensive
line, while free safety Mark
- DeGenaro and linebacker Tom
Martinko are defensive stand- ;

,
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Hollman praised his defense
for constantly stopping Kenyon on crucial fourth down
plays. He cited this as the real
key to the outcome of the
game. "However," he said,
"we might have been in

incredible 40 carries. They
racked ' up 18 first downs
against the Scof s total of
seven. Their only problem was
they forgot that to win a
football game you have to put

points on the scoreboard.

--

I

mi:
in ws Wok, Esyond Jfissing: The Innerspaces of Running, Mike
Spino. the director of the Esalen Sports Center In San Francisco, spoke
athletic
of a day when "There will be a different feeling surrounding
events. They will remain serious but become joyful. Old concepts of
superiority and dominance will subside. Individuals who have prepared
special
for an event will see It as their day to experience something
together. The training build-u- p will be seen as a preparation rite for
world. And we will have soma sense
voyage Into the physical-spirituoneness, and
that our bodies belong to us but may be a part of a vast
that each rite we enter takes us closer to our larger potentials.
Saturday I had it driven home to me how far off in the future that day

,

.

al

The day's campus sporting events began with the Ohio Conference
Relays. Eacrr of 13 teams was allowed to race five pairs, ostensibly to
It likely most of
keep crowding to a minimum and facilitate the finish. is
on their squads, as
the teams Involved had more than r10 people
4
o
Wooster definitely Joes., ..
- Despelhe fact that the Scots were told throughout the week that
workout, only
this would be only a "fun meet." an ".'excellent speed
members.
the team's top 10 runners competed. The remaining squad
though they had trained every bit as hard as most of the competitors,
:
:.: ' '
.
were kept out by their slower times.
Though 130 runners were able to experience "something speciala
: together" almost as many more were excluded from experiencing
potential to find?
similar feeling. Don't slower runners have a larger
Though the
In the afternoon Wooster met Kenyon on the gridiron.
superiority
teams were evenly matched (witness the 6 final count)
game. In this case,
and domination seemed the driving factors in the
glands.
they took the form of macho and overactive
Innumerable times players became furious at officials calls. And
players,
heated exchanges, though no blows, often took place between
together with theatrical gestures so that fans who coiildn t hear could
sideline
at least see. This drew great cheers from the crowd and

d
scoring
Juiior Jim Powerlunge. for yardage in Wooster'. third quarter
drive aaalnst Kenyon. Photo by Mam snyaer.
Kenyon scored their only trouble against a team with a
OUtS.
kicker." ;
Yet Hiram lacks depth, with points in the second quarter good place
"I was very pleased," cononly 19 .returning lettermen when Jennings plunged over
"about the
(the fewest of any team the from the one yard line. The tinued HoJIman,
fact that our offense capitScots face) from last year's ; point after touchdown attempt
failed, and the Lords led 6--0 at alized the one tirrie we had
squad. Despite this inexperiTom
the first half. The Scot offense good field position in the
Coach
Head
ence, Scot
j
failed to get untracked in the second half, and scored."
the
take
not
Hollman does
by a
Terriers tighly. "They'll be first half, as it plaqued
playing before a big crowd on series of penalties and turnThe punting of PeteMoore
their home field. They'll be overs.
The
Midway through the third, also pleased Hollman. virtreally up for the game," he
now holds
period, Wooster put together senior, who
.says.
ually every Wooster punting
its only sustained drive of the record, passed Bob Macoritti's
Coach Hollman has indi11
cated that his quarterbacks day, marching 50 yards in
career punting
plays for the game tying, mark of 7122
will throw the ball more often
yard in thesecond quarter.
quarterback
by
touchdown
did
they
against Hiram than
As for the game. Coach
Chris
Muller.
last Saturday, when they only George
Hollman summed it up best:
conversuccessful
Romano's
Hollman
passes.
six
attempted
; teammates.
,
"It was good to win that kind
explained, "If s a matter of sion proved to be the margin of. game."
Is this the way football remains serious but Joyful?
victory.
and
exeWooster
of
we
between
patterns
match
soccer
finding
the
a
day.
In the final contest of the
But cute best and using them. We
Cleveland Statewords turned to blows, or more accurately kicks.
exchanged curses, do have people who can throw
on the whole questionable activity was restrained to
- - . the bafL" '
Store Hours: Mon. thru Thur. 9:30 to 5:30
elbows to the ribs, and trips.
psecond
Friday and Saturday Nights Till 9 .
After viewing films of the
And though Cleveland State held 0 and 1 leads in the
said
two
substitutes.
Kenyon" game, Hollman
s half, an insurmountable soccer lead, they used but
you he saw no mistakes that are
Why7 Because they are nationally ranked and to Impress pollsters
ansa
...uuaMa "Our offexploaesxroy opponents.
ust win,
UUl uc&uuy
Will, dui
uppuii6w.
nOI JUSl
must
USl not
u
k
' Uiiwinn.w"w
the potential to be
superiority, the rating flame and the macho show,
and
Dominance
..
u
will
UAnafi idu the
tha rfafonsn
defense Will
Hopefully
wna nf ....
the namo anain
sive.
tha
put tt a tighten up a bit out n neia
Finally, in Sunday morning's Plain Dealer Woody Hayes
8
defeat to Oklahoma. Hell together in clutch situations."
I together in a nutshell after his team's
......
win em.
Last Saturday,: the Scots
with an exciting game. I'd rather be drab as
a
on
came out on top in a bitter
Little elbows, wild screaming about ref's calls, and restrictions
was not a defensive struggle to post a
race (which after the first mile was so strung out crowding
aH
train
Players
7-attitude.
victory over the Kenyon
6
factor), are simply products of a
their Lords. The Lords piled up 310
week not to win by doing their best but to win by
yard of total offense- - to
realize that winning can be an inner Wooster's 111, as workhorse
''9VSSiSSi'int
..
tailback Bob Jennings rushed
, thing,lhat you don't have
-- j
for 161 yards - alone on an
way as; long as you preparea xuiiy anu gdvo u yw
60-yar-

11-pla- y.

.

.
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COMPLETE STOCKS
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29-2-
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GREENHOUSES

Decorate
Your, room with unusual, healthy indoor, plants.
Buy them at the Bookstore, or stop by
the greenhouse for a larger selection.
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Men's Si Women's
Clothing
and
Furnishings

Jncluding cotton denim flares with button front

or zipper styles.

BflK

' Our
.

aood Merchandise

Business and Pleasure Since 1879
Public Square, Wooster, Ohio
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Scotfo Inraprovo
The Purple Raiders had only

by' Jim Wilkins

Chmeiik for Ohio Northern.

relay
modest competition from They covered the
Baldwin-Wallac- e
and Ohio in 48:45.
The Scots' top finish was
Northern who finished with 25
10-mi-

If one were searching

for the
one word that would best
describe the Ohio Conference
cross country relays, held Saturday morning . in ' Wooster,
that word would have to be
"predictable."
As expected. Mount Union
succeeded in defending its title
with, a low score of 12 points.

le

turned in by seniors Bill Reedy
and Joseph Williams whose
combined time of 5134 was
Also as predicted, the
ing Scots ended: up in the . good for 14th. Other Wooster
middle of the pack, finishing scorers were sophomores
John Carwile and Dave Sandseventh with 79 points.
Winning individual honors ers in 30th (5339) and freshwere Matt McGowan and Bill man Andy Day and senior
Brian Vote in 35 (54:42).
Despite the mediocre finish,
Scot coach Jim Bean was
satisfied with his team's performance. "I'm tremendously
attire..
pleased with the job we did
Actually, the photos they
saw were of the same two today. Last year we finished
n
teachers-idifferent clothes. 11th and I would have to
attribute our improvement to
Dr. Steven A. R oilman, who
directed the study, said the greater overall consistency.
students not only thought the
"We don't knock ourselves
women informally dressed was out over the relays," Bean
sympathetic and friendly, they Continued. "We view them as
also though she was fair and being a lot of fun and a very .
stimulating.
good work out. After the
disappointment of losing our
:
opener last week, our showing
today should give the whole
team a boost"
Wednesday the Scots hosted the Kenyon Lords and
recorded their first dual meet
victory of the young season by
2
margin.
a whopping
Bin Reedy
Senior
BUI Reedy vtman smile off relief at finish of OAC Relays
won the race in 27:25 and no
fewer than seven Wooster Saturday. Photo by Davo Koppnhavar.
runners finished in the top 10.
Wooster attempts to record
win number two tomorrow
when they travel to Oberiin.
and 26 points respectively.

.

host-

Profs' Clothes Impros
(CPS)-- A
teacher in jeans,
sneakers and a sportshirt is a
teacher who's sympathetic,
friendly, and flexible, while a
teacher in a suit and tie is one
who's knowledgeable,
and
That's the way it seemed to
students at Pennsylvania State
University looking at photos of
teachers in various modes of
weli-prepar-

well-organize-

ed

d.
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Freshman standout Andy Day shows stride that earned him 3rd
place Wednesday. Photo by Dave Koppenhaver.
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